
Job Title: Graduate Mechanical Engineer 
Industry: Engineering, Oil & Gas 
Location: Warrington, Liverpool, Manchester, Cheshire 
Rate: £23K - £27K depending on experience 
Job Type: Permanent & Fixed Term Appointments  
Start Date: ASAP 
 
Sonomatic are looking to recruit an enthusiastic Graduate Mechanical Engineer with an appropriate higher 
education qualification combined with a minimum of 1 year’s industry experience to join their engineering team. 
 
We are a leading NDT company specialising in the design and development of advanced automated ultrasonic 
inspection solutions, supporting our worldwide NDT field service division.  Projects typically range from bespoke 
ROV/Diver deployed automated inspections, to topside remotely operated inspections.  Our projects are always 
pushing the boundaries of inspection in some aspect whether it be operating depth, temperature, speed of 
inspection, or size.  The working environment is both exciting and satisfying with new challenges every day. 
 
The position will suit an innovative individual with a Mechanical Design Degree (or college qualification with good 
Experience) and a good knowledge of small mechanism design. Ideally the right candidate will also have some 
experience of working with mechanical machinery, mechanical assembly, gear mechanisms, multi part component 
/ assembly design and some materials knowledge. 
 
The suitable candidate will support the design team with product and prototype design activities, testing and 
approving prototypes, and investigating design related problems.  Tasks will also include the creation of assembly 
and engineering drawings, bills of materials, and equipment operation guides. 
 
Candidates should have a good appreciation of mechanical engineering and be confident in using a 3D CAD 
package (Inventor, Pro/Engineer, Solidworks). 
 
Benefits, dependant on appointment: 

 5% Employer pension contribution 
 20 days holiday plus bank holidays 
 Discretionary leave over Christmas period 
 Option to purchase additional holidays via Salary Sacrifice 
 Profit Share Bonus 
 Paid overtime at increased rates for evenings and weekends, dependant on salary 
 Discretionary overtime reward scheme triggered by total additional hours worked 
 Flexible working around core hours 
 Team events (social & company) 

 
To apply for this position please email your CV to jobs@sonomatic.com 
 
 


